GDPR data processing notice for QBIC-VI Conference participants

1. The Co-controllers of your personal data are the co-organisers of the Conference:
   1. The Institute of Physical Chemistry of the Polish Academy of Sciences with its registered office in Warsaw, 44/52 Kasprzaka Street, 01-224 Warsaw, NIP: 525-000-87-55, REG: 000326049, registered in the Register of Scientific Institutes of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw under number RIN-III-50/98,
   2. Candela Foundation with its registered office in Warsaw (02-822) at 357/513 Grochowska Street, entered in the National Register of Associations, Other Social and Professional Organisations, Foundations and Public Health Care Institutions, under KRS no: 0000885495, holding NIP no: 1133028363 and REGON: 388293056.

2. Your personal data concerning: name, affiliation, e-mail address, telephone, billing details shall be processed in connection with your participation in the Conference "The 6th Quantum Bio-inorganic Chemistry Conference 2023", acronym: QBIC-VI, hereinafter referred to as the "Conference".

3. To ensure adequate level of data protection, you should contact Candela Foundation:
   1. by post: Candela Foundation, 357/513 Grochowska Street, 03-822 Warsaw
   2. by email: hello@candela.org.pl
   3. by phone: +48 531 968 850

4. The legal grounds for processing of personal data is Article 6(1)(a) and (f) of the GDPR, i.e. consent and legitimate interest of the Controller.

5. Provision of Personal Data is voluntary but necessary to participate in the Conference.

6. The recipients of your personal data will be only entities entitled to obtain personal data or entities participating in implementation of the Conference.

7. Your personal data will be processed until the purpose for which it was collected ceases to exist or you withdraw your consent to the processing of personal data.

8. You have the right to request from the Controller access to your personal data, the right to rectification, erasure or restriction of processing, the right to object to processing, as well as the right to data portability, unless otherwise specified by law.

9. You have the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority, i.e. the President of the Office for Protection of Personal Data.

10. Your data will not be processed by automated means.

11. Your Data will be processed by the provider of Google Workspace for non-profit provide – Google (with whom the Foundation has signed a contract for the processing of personal data) in its data processing centres [1].
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